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Abstract: Bitcoin is a totally decentralized digital cryptocurrency stored in a wallet managed by the user using his private key. In
organizations, to allow the employees to access organization wallet, bitcoins need to be managed based on each department’s or
team’s budget. Organization’s hierarchy need each department to have its bitcoins independently and control the wallet by employee’s
attributes as his position, email, and department to make the access more realistic and flexible. In this paper, the organization’s wallet
(superwallet) is divided into subwallets; a subwallet is assigned for each department based on this department’s budget. This paper
introduces a ciphertext-policy attributed-based encryption (CP-ABE) to control the access of organization’s bitcoin subwallets. In the
proposed CP-ABE scheme, a tree-based access structure will be used including AND, OR, and threshold gates with a flexible and
secure access structure model. Therefore, the proposed scheme can keep the structures of organizations. Moreover, security of the
proposed scheme has been analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditional banking [1] is totally centralized, has trans-
action limit, system carries the same user’s name for mul-
tiple transactions, transaction fee is from 0.5% to 5% for
each transaction made, and inflation can affect traditional
banking system. On the other hand, bitcoin transaction [2]
can be of any size, fully automated, authorized with a
digital signature, users transact with different addresses can
be made which makes them pseudonym, negligible cost,
and inflation doesn’t affect the system at all. Organizations
sometimes need to produce accounting to prove about their
activity. Using bitcoin offers the needed transparency to get
and verify all transactions through the blockchain.
Bitcoin is created electronically by using internet connec-
tion [3]. Wallet consists of addresses with defined policy;
this policy under which the bitcoins will be spent. Bitcoin
wallet is divided into hot wallet and cold wallet based on
how we save and spend wallet bitcoins. Hot wallet can be
accessed directly from a network available device where
the private keys are stored; on the other hand, cold wallet
couldn’t be accessed without accessing cold storage where
keys are stored offline.
Organization structure [4] may be hierarchical, functional,
horizontal, matrix, team based and network organization
structure. As a simple example of organization team based

Figure 1. Example of organization hierarchy

structure, Figure 1 shows an organization consisting of some
branches as operation, finance, human resource (HR), and
marketing all under Chief Executive Officer (CEO) man-
agment. The existing signature schemes for bitcoins’ wallet
access control are not supportive for organization’ hierarchy
as it requires each department to access its own budget, and
the financial department must prove each department budget
before allowing access to wallet.
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A. Problem Statement
When organization needs to use cryptocurrency as bit-

coin, this will be different from usual currency transfer using
bank. Bank or any third party has part of responsibility
and management rules for organization money transfer and
under government policy. In bitcoin, transaction third party
doesn’t exist and transaction cannot be reversed; hence, it
needs more management and security. If an illegal party
can access the full private keys, it can manage the wallet
and make unpermitted transfers. There are two issues raised
when using bitcoin wallet for organizations; First: who can
access the wallet and with which budget; Second: in case
of losing full wallet or losing the wallet keys, the amount
of lost bitcoin must be minimized.

B. Related Work
Bitcoin transaction needs a private key for signing [5],

and the value to be transferred. A new generated address is
needed for each transaction where the output of this trans-
action will be the input of the next one. An alphanumeric
sequence represents the private key which is used to unlock
and sign wallet transaction.
Adding a transaction to block needs miners for validation
process which uses proof of work mathematical problem
to manage and prevent double spending attack [6], [7]. To
secure bitcoin wallet, there are a lot of methods like authen-
tication, digital signature schemes, two-factor authentication
scheme [8] which uses password, and another authentication
step like email, or messaging on phones, and three-factor
authentication schemes [9], [10] which add biometrics in
the authentication process.
Threshold signature schemes [11] - [12] use secret sharing
by distributing a secret value share to different players. In
[13], the author proposed a scheme to distribute secret keys
based on the weight /priority of the user. Multi signature
validation for transaction based on wallet policy is provided
by bitcoin multi signature schemes [14], [15]. To reduce the
bitcoin blockchain size, a new multi-signature scheme has
been proposed by Ohta and Okamoto in [16]. However,
to generate a short joint signature on a common message,
Schnorr-based multi-signature scheme has been proposed in
[17].
The author in [18] proposed an Advance Encryption
Standard (AES)-based scheme to encrypt bitcoin wallet
database. The authors in [19] made a comparison between
different types of bitcoin key management approaches.
Recently, the authors presented an encapsulated operation
signature [20] in which a team member’s signs from the
lower to the higher priority member, until the last signer of
the team.
There are many methods to control user access; traditionally
using access control list (ACL) as in [21], [22] and by
using role-based access control (RBAC) as proposed in
[23], [24]. The author in [25] uses RBAC relying on
the hierarchical identity-based encryption scheme and the
challenge-response authentication protocol to gain security
and flexibility and to provide additional properties in the
cyber world. In [26], authors introduced many-to-many

ciphertexts and user keys relation as the first ABE scheme.
Attribute-based access control is introduced in [27] where
access decision depends on user attributes. Access control
and ABE support many applications as web access, oblivi-
ous transfer, vehicular ad-hoc network, and cloud comput-
ing [28], [29], [30], [31], [32] which may use biometric
based application or threshold access control system.
Key-Policy Attributed-Based Encryption (KP-ABE) [33]
allows tree-based access structure; however, key-issuer must
be trusted to issue the suitable keys to accept or deny
access to the defined users. KP-ABE schemes [34], [35],
[36], [37] are used for one-to-many relation. In KP-ABE,
attributes’ set can identify ciphertexts and private keys that
are compatible with the access tree that determines which
ciphertexts the user can decrypt.
Ciphertext-Policy Attributed-Based Encryption (CP-ABE)
is another ABE form introduced in [38], [39], [40], [41]; it
proceeds in different manner by assigning attributes set to
private keys and allowing senders to define the policy. A
user could decrypt a specific ciphertext only if the defined
attributes related to his private key gets the policy associated
with this ciphertext. In CP-ABE schemes [42], [43], [44],
every ciphertext is defined by access policy on attributes.
In [45], the author has introduced a dual-encryption to
prove a full security definition for CP-ABE. The authors in
[46] have used composite bilinear groups to prove security
of functional encryption schemes, and CP-ABE by dual
bases vector spaces has been proposed in [47]. In [48], the
authors use constant size secret key based on elliptic curve
cryptography. In [49], the authors specified their work for
law energy devices. Based on bilinear maps, the schemes
[41], [50] have been introduced.
The authors in [51] have proposed two CP-ABE schemes
in which authorization is determined using AND-gate with
wildcard. While the authors in [52] have analyzed the
relations between particular data objects, introduced the
critical data constraint concept, and proposed a CP-ABE
for the critical data compliance with hidden attributes. The
policy is hidden where attribute’s names cannot be exposed;
to do so, the authors in [53] advocated not delivering the
access matrix with the ciphertext.
Blockchain-based Distributed ABE (BDABE) scheme has
been proposed in [54] as a collaborative attribute man-
agement method for CP-ABE. In [55], the authors have
proposed a system that uses bitcoin technology to realize
a trans-organizational role-based access control. The pro-
posed system in [55] is based on providing incontrovertible
confirmation of a user’s position/role issued by an organi-
zation by using the bitcoin blockchain to verify the user’s
link to the organization. A challenge-response protocol can
be used by the service provider to validate this role; if
an unknown user gets access to the transaction’s output
address, he can’t get the coins.
The superwallet subwallet idea has been proposed in [56],
it is a fair exchange protocol in which bitcoins are stored
in a personal bank, and subsequently distributed between
numerous computing devices utilizing threshold approaches
to create a small subwallet on a smartphone. Hence, in
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case of smartphone loss or hacking by adversary, the user
only loses the little quantity of money in his wallet, not the
money in his personal bank.

C. Contributions
This paper provids important contributions in bitcoin

wallet access control:

− Designing a secure organizations’ bitcoin wallet ac-
cess scheme based on CP-ABE.

− Offering secure wallet and limiting the access of each
team to its budget.

− Minimizing the number of lost bitcoins in case of
losing the full wallet or wallet keys.

− Keeping the structures of organizations.
− Providing security proof of the proposed scheme.

There are a lot of crypto currencies as bitcoin, Ethereum,
altcoin.... etc. For example, Ethereum and bitcoin operate on
blockchain technology; both of them have wallets with no
third-party control. The different is in the consensus system,
the ledger version, and the currency type (Ethereum, bitcoin,
altcoin), but both have wallet with private keys that can be
divided using our solution. We choose to work on bitcoin
as it is the most popular digital token.

D. Road Map of the Paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section

2 presents the system model and access structure. Section
3 revises the preliminary work. The suggested CP-ABE
access control method is introduced in Section 4. The
proposed scheme’s security is proved in Section 5. The
performance of the proposed scheme is compared with other
related schemes in Section 6. Lastly, the paper is concluded
in Section 7.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND ACCESS STRUCTURE
The organization system model and the organization

wallet access structure will be described in this section.

A. System Model
For wallet access, the organization will be divided into

two branches: operating branches and finance branches.
Except for the financial department, any department in
the organization can be classified as an operation branch.
Financial department team is responsible for determining
each operation team bitcoins budget and encrypting it for
operation team in subwallet. Financial department team can
manage and use all bitcoin subwallets for any critical or
needed case by using its superwallet.
In our model, superwallet subwallet will be used in a
different manner. The superwallet is the organization wallet
which contains all bitcoins that will be under control of
financial team and CEO Head; however, subwallets are the
budget of the operation teams. As shown in Figure 2, wallet
contains all coin (superwallet) will be divided into smaller
subwallets for each team who needs his own budget. This
will simplify organization money control as each team can

Figure 2. Organization superwallet subwallet

access only his budget, but he can’t get access to other
teams’ bitcoins.

We mention that company has a definition of roles and
sectors, but in real money, there is a third party as a bank,
the bank has the role and policy for the company money
as a limit to transfer, who can transfer and when. This is
not clear in cryptocurrency which needs more control. We
proposed a solution to manage wallet access and divide it
to smaller sectors. It is not alternative to internal cost sector
as this sector is the main part of our solution.
By dividing organization wallet, we can achieve the fol-
lowing benefits: managing each part of wallet separately,
knowing the data of each part, and for any reason if you
lost a part of your wallet, it won’t affect other parts. Bitcoin
is irreversible transaction; hence, if it is used with a huge
scale in organization, it needs more security and careful
saving. Meanwhile this also makes wallet accessed by more
than one member together to save wallet. Also, if we
made different project subwallets, we could make different
members team to manage different subwallets.
Wallet needs to be divided into smaller budget parts, and
each part will be accessed by its own operation depart-
ment. Each department team will access the wallet due to
organization role. Financial team can access all wallets to
transfer money or to cancel the department budget for any
reason. Moreover, financial team can transfer wallet money
to other wallet address. CEO Head will be given also full
control to access wallet. This access policy may differ from
organization to another based on its policy and structure.

B. Access Structure
The access structures in the proposed system are carried

out using an access tree in which each leaf node is labelled
with an attribute and the internal nodes in non-leaf nodes of
the access tree are And, OR, and threshold gates. Using the
access tree, the access privileges of each employee can be
defined. Using ABE scheme, we can use monotonic gates
access structures [57], but we can’t represent negative or
non-monotonic gates [58]. Our idea consists of creating an
aggregate access tree to permit a multi-level access of the
wallet.
Our proposed organization tree-based access structure is
depicted in Figure 3. At non-leaf nodes of the access
structure, there are logical gates AND, OR, and threshold
gates. Each subwallet will be decrypted by authorized de-
partment or teams’ attributes which described in leaf node.
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Figure 3. The proposed organization access tree-based structure

At the leaf nodes, the access comprises attributes which
represents employee authorization. Employee’s attributes
can be name, team, position, or age of the employee;
these attributes will be represented as {a1, . . . . . . , av} for
each authorized department. Financial team can decrypt any
subwallet, if needed, which allows full wallet control and
bitcoins recovery. Each member is described using some
attributes and each subwallet can be accessed by CEO,
or threshold of financial team, or all the predetermined
operation team.

C. Model Assumption
Following are the assumptions in our system model:

− Key Generation Center (KGC): Organization needs
a fully trusted authority or KGC to generate the
public and secret parameters for CP-ABE; KGC
is responsible for generating the master secret key.
Additionally, KGC contains data issues and revokes
attribute keys to authorized users. It is responsible
for issuing, revoking, and updating attribute keys for
employees. It provides varied access rights to each
user according to their attributes.

− Chief Executive Officer (CEO): It is an entity
responsible for managing the overall operations and
resources of a company. In addition, CEO Head will
be given full control to access wallet.

− Financial Department: It is an entity responsible
for putting each subwallet limit and its subwallet
operation team attributes and gives these attributes
to KGC.

− Employee (Operation Teams): It is an entity who
aims to gain access to the encrypted bitcoins wallet.

− Providing security proof of the proposed scheme.

3. PRELIMINARIES
The preliminaries for the proposed CP-ABE scheme will

be illustrated in this section.

A. Bilinear Mapping
We consider two cyclic groups of prime order q, namely

(GT ,+) and (GT , ). (GT ,+) is an additive cyclic group

whereas (GT , ) is a multiplicative group. The properties of
bilinear mapping e GGßGT are as follows:

1 Bilinearity: For any X,YG and p, qZ∗y , it has
e(pX, qY) = e(X,Y)pq.

2 Non-degeneracy: For any X,YG, it must satisfy
e(X,Y)1GT .

3 Computability: For any X,YG, it is easy to compute
e(X,Y).

B. CP-ABE Security Definition
The security of the proposed scheme depends on the

discrete logarithmic problem (DLP) and the computational
bilinear Diffie-Hellman problem; these problems are defined
as: DLP: Given X,YG, it is infeasible to get an integer
n where Y = nX. Computational Bilinear Diffie Hellman
(CBDH): Given X, A = pX,B = qX,C = bXG, and bilinear
mapping eGGßGT , it is infeasible to find e(X, X)pqb.

The security of a fully secure CP-ABE is based on the
following indistinguishable game:

1 Setup: The challenger C starts Setup (s, attrun), pro-
duces the public and master keys PK and S KM . Then,
C hands out PK to the adversary A while keeping
the secret S KM for himself.

2 Phase 1: A is the adversary who sends q requests
for secret key to C for sets of parties’ attributes
X1, . . . , XQ. For each i − th query, C runs KeyGen
(S KM , PK , Xi) to produce the secret key S KXi and
gives S KXi to A.

3 Challenge: A gives messages M0,M1 with same size
and a challenge structure β∗ to the challenger. β∗ is
constrained with none queried attribute sets, and the
set of attributes X1, . . . , Xi as the authorized set in β∗.
The challenger C guesses a binary coin b and runs
Encrypt (PK ,Mb, β

∗) and gives C to A.
4 Phase 1, for X(i+1), . . . , Xl which is none authorized

set in β∗.
5 Finally, A guesses b and outputs b

′

; A wins if b = b′.
The game advantage for A is: AdvGamerea

A
l = |Pr[b =

b′]− 1
2 |. Definition. A CP-ABE scheme is considered

to be fully secure if any polynomial time attacker
has AdvGamereal ≤ε where ε represents a negligible
function.

C. Threat Model and Goals
The proposed model addresses threats as follows:

- Wallet loss threat: It defines threat of losing the
wallet due to unreversible wallet property and any
authorized user having full access to it.
- Access policy threat: It defines a malicious em-
ployee whose aim is to access the wallet and gain
the wallet coins.
- Private keys loss threat: It defines the full private
keys access without deviation which means the wal-
let full loss or full access threat.
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We need to achieve some objectives against the above-
mentioned threats.

- Access Management: Access policy can be man-
aged by keys encryption to gain wallet access control
depending on employee attributes using CP-ABE.
- Data Confidentiality: The secrecy of encrypted data
must be protected against malicious users as only
authorized user can access the wallet.
- Detection: Detecting fraudulent transaction is a
must using malicious user privates and attributes.
Each operation team can access only his budget from
wallet, and the budget limit is defined by financial
team.
- Functional Separation of Duties: Each organization
branch and each employee can access his budget
based on his position in the organization hierarchy.
- Authorization: Authorized employee only should
be able to access wallet bitcoins.
- Multi-layer Wallet Protection: The wallet access
can be protected using ABE in addition to internal
wallet signing roles.

4. THE PROPOSED CP-APE ACCESS CONTROL
SCHEME
In this section, the proposed CP-ABE access control

scheme is introduced for securing organizations’ bitcoin
wallet access using tree-based access structure to grant more
flexible and secure access. As illustrated in Figure 4, the
scheme proceeds briefly as follows:

1 Financial department gives attribute universe de-
scription n and attribute sets Xi of organization to
KGC.

2 KGC generates bilinear group generator value, the
public parameter PK and the master secret key S KM
and uses the key generation algorithm to generate the
employees’ secrets S KXi and sends the correspond-
ing secret key to each employee through a secure
channel.

3 KGC decrypts each subwallet .dat file based on
financial defined budget.

4 Finally, employees can use their keys and attributes
to access their own subwallet, only their own wallet
address or their own project budget.

The proposed CP-ABE access control scheme comprises
of 5 algorithms: Setup, Key generation, Key distribution,
Encryption, and Decryption. These five algorithms are de-
fined as follows:

A. Setup
department gives attribute (n, Xi) of organizations to

KGC after adjusting each subwallet limits and determining
who can access. KGC uses collected information from
financial team to generate the PK and S KM .

- Setup algorithm Setup(sec,n): KGC runs Ge =(N =
p1 p2 p3,G,GT , e) ← Gen(sec), where Gen(sec) is a com-

Figure 4. Procedures of the proposed scheme

posite bilinear group’s generator which outputs is Ge.
Next, it chooses randomly {γ, s, k0, . . . , kn, l0, . . . , ln} ← ZN ,
gGp1, andg3Gp3. It lets Q = 0, . . . . . . , n, and sets a function
to compute Lagrange coefficient as:

(i,Q)(x) = jQ, ji
(x − j)
(i − j)

(1)

The setup algorithm entails setting up two public func-
tions K: ZN → Gp1andL : ZN →Gp1 as:

K(x) = gsx
i=0

ngki i,Q(x) (2)

L(x) = gs0,Q(x)
i=1

ngli i,Q(x) (3)

Finally, Setup (sec, n) returns the public parameters PK as
PK = {Ge, g, gs, glo , . . . ..,gln ,gk0 ,. . . . . . ..,gkn ,e(g ,g)γ}, while
the master secret key S KM is determined by: S KM = {γ, g3}.

B. Key Generation (S KM , PK , Xi)
KGC uses the key generation algorithm KeyGen (S KM ,

Pk, Xi) and parses Xi as xi1, . . . ., xiv where v is the size of
Xi which represents department attributes.

At first, it selects randomly u ← ZN and {R
,R
′

,R1,. . . ,Rv,R
′

1,. . . ,R
′

v} ←Gp3. Then, it returns S KXi for ith
subwallet where Xi is department attribute.

S KXi = {Xi,V = gγ gsuR′,W = guR′,
{Vi = Kxi

uRi,Wi = Lxi
uR′i}i=1,. . . ,v}

(4)

C. Key Distribution
The total wallet .dat file (super wallet) will be divided

into smaller part for each team or project (subwallet) to
be encrypted. As shown previously in Figure 3, with huge
number of employees’ access, the whole superwallet is
divided as subwallets. Subwallet 2 will be accessed by a
specific operation team, the financial team, or CEO. We
assumed using AND gate for the specified operation team
employees while financial team will access all subwallets
using threshold gates, and finally CEO head has full wallet
control.
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Root is non-leaf node in β, anddswi is a secret of subwallet
i for operation team, financial team, and CEO. KGC ran-
domly chooses dswi ∈ZN and calls Secret Share (Root, dswi)
where dswi is the subwallet secret share for each department
who can access this subwallet as follows:

- Operation team shares are generated as follows: For
j = 1, . . . . . . ,v−1, where v is the number of operation
team attributes:

λv = dswi −

v−1∑
j=1

λ j (5)

- CEO will have dswi with full control, and its shares
λv for attributes will be as in equation (5).
- Financial team shares are generated as follows: The
dswi will be shared for financial team as follows:
For ρ = 1, . . . . . . , t − 1 and aρ ←ZN :

q(x) = dswi + a1x + +at−1xt−1 (6)

For k = 1, . . . . . . , v, where v is number of financial
team attributes:

λk = q(k) (7)

Return: λ1, . . . , λv which are the shares for daughter
nodes in the Root.

D. Encryption(PK , M, β):
Encryption algorithm (EA) takes as inputs: the public

value PK , a message M which is the related subwallet
bitcoin wallet .dat file, and an access structure β, and it
returns a ciphertext C. Let P is a set of all leaf nodes in β
which requires X satisfying β. KGC randomly chooses ratt
∈ZN for all att ∈P where P represents different department
attributes. If λatt is a secret share for a leaf node att ∈ P,
then the (EA) creates the subwallet ciphertext as follows:

Csw = {β,C = Me(g, g)γdswi ,C1 = gdswi ,Datt = gratt

Catt = gsλatt K(X(att))ratt }
(8)

E. Decryption(S KXi , Csw) :
Decryption algorithm (DA) takes as inputs: the subwal-

let ciphertext Csw and the private key S KXi . Then, it outputs
M if β ∈ Xi where Xi represents the department attributes;
otherwise, it outputs nothing. If β ∈ Xi, the (DA) calculates
the secret share of β from bottom leaf nodes to root node.
The decryption algorithm computes:

Aatt =
e(Cx,W)
e(Dx,Vx)

=

e(gsλatt K(x)rdep , guR′))
e(gratt ,K(x)uR′)

= e(g, g)suλatt

(9)

And compute for operation leaf node:

Aop =
∏
Root

e(g, g)suλRoot = e(g, g)sudswi (10)

The same for CEO leaf node:

ACEO =
∏
Root′

e(g, g)suλRoot′ ,∆index(Root),I(0) = e(g, g)sudswi (11)

Then compute for financial leaf node:

AF =
∏
Root′

e(g, g)suλRoot′ ,∆index(Root),I(0) = e(g, g)sudswi (12)

Finally, decryption algorithm can recover the message
as:

C
e(C1,V)/ARoot

=
Me(g, g)γdswi

e(gdswi , gγgsuR)/e(g, g)sudswi
= M (13)

Where e(gdswi , gγgsuR)/e(g, g)sudswi =

e(gdswi ,R).e(g, g)γdswi . e(g,g)sudswi

e(g,g)sudswi
= e(g, g)γdswi as e(gdswi ,R) = 1

due to the orthogonality. The decryption algorithm returns
the message M if X has validated as an authorized set in
the access structure β.

The proposed solution is mainly proposed for organi-
zations to control the wallet and divid it to smaller parts.
It controls organization pudget limit based on its projects
or department limit. We solve the problem of losing the
full wallet or make it under specific party control as the
action is unreversable in bitcoin network. This system is
applied for organization with large wallet and huge number
of departments. The advantage is to control and save the
wallet, while the disadvantage is the system cost that is
nothing comparing with losing wallet.

5. SECURITY PROOF
We use the assumptions in [59] for our proof; this as-

sumption uses some games that depend on semi-functional
private key. We have three assumptions defined as follows:

Assumption 1. |pr[A(D,T1)] − pr[A(D,T2)] = 1| < ε, ε
is a negligible function. Where Gen(sec) is a composite
bilinear groups generator which outputs BLG = (N =
P1P2P3,G,GT , e). Let Y1 ← GP1 , g3 ← GP2 ,T1 ← GP1 and
T2 ← GP1 P2 all randomly selected. Using these elements,
we set D = (BLG,Y1, g3), all these parameters are used for
assumption 1 satisfaction.

Assumption 2. |pr[A(D,T1)] − pr[A(D,T2)] = 1| < ε,
ε is a negligible function. Where Gen(sec) is a com-
posite bilinear groups generator which outputs BLG =
(N = P1P2P3,G,GT , e). Let X1,Y1 ← GP1 ,Y2,Z2, X2 ←

GP2 ,Y3, g3 ← GP3 ,T1 ← GP1P2P3 and T2 ← GP1 P3 all
randomly selected. Using these elements, we set D =
(BLG,Y1,Yα1 X2, g3), all these parameters are used for as-
sumption 2 satisfaction.

Assumption 3. |pr[A(D,T1)] − pr[A(D,T2)] = 1| < ε, ε
is a negligible function. Where Gen(sec) is a composite
bilinear groups generator which outputs BLG = (N =
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P1P2P3,G,GT , e). Let α, S ← ZN , X2,Y2 ← GP2 ,Y3, g3 ←

GP3 ,T1 = e(g, g)α,s and T2 ← GT all randomly selected.
Using these elements, we set D = (BLG,Y1,Yα1 X2, g3), all
these parameters are used for assumption 3 satisfaction.

Semi-Functional Generation (SFG): First starting by
compute a Semi-functional ciphertexts (SFC), secret keys
and the two public functions K : ZN → GP1 and L : ZN →

GP1 . We use following equations:

Ks f (x) = gbx
2

n∏
i=0

gqi∆i,Q(x)
2 (14)

Ls f (x) = gL∆o,Q(x)
2

n∏
i=0

gli∆i,Q(x)
2 (15)

Where {b, q0, ..., qn, I0, ..., In} ← ZN and Q = {0, ..., n}. A
generator algorithm computes a normal ciphertext as:

C′sw = {Att,C′ = Me(g, g)γdswi ,C′1 = gdswi ,D′y = gry ,

C′y = gdswiλy K(att(y))ry }

(16)

The algorithm randomly chooses c ∈ Zn. Then, it
computes the secret share for c in the A∗ . Suppose for
all nodes y ∈ A∗ , it has µy as y share; then, it randomly
picks αy ∈ Zn and calculates the (SFC):

Csws f =
{
A∗,C′,C1gc

2,Dy = D′ygαy

2 ,Cy = C′ygbµy Ks f (att(y))αy
}

(17)

The algorithm randomly chooses h, f ∈ Zn, then, uses
normal key generation, and computes a normal secret
key S K′x =

{
d,V ′,W ′

{
V ′i ,W

′
i

}
i=1,...,l

}
. There are two semi-

functional secret keys (SFS):

(SFS1):

S Ks f 1 =
{
X,V = V ′g f

2 , W = W ′gh
2,

{
Vi = Ks f (Xi)hV ′i ,Wi = Ls f (xi)hW ′i

}
i=1,...,l

(18)

(SFS2):

S Ks f 2 =
{
X,V = V ′g f

2 ,W = W ′,

{
Vi = V ′i ,W = W ′i

}
i=1,...,l

(19)

By decrypting a SFC, Csws f ,A by 1 S Ks f 1,x when X ∈ A
yields:

Me(g2, g2)c(bh− f ) (20)

When h = f modp2, the (DA) can resolve M. By that,
we get nominal (SFS1). In contrast, if the decryption of

CTs f ,A by S Ks f 2,x for X ∈ A yields:

Me(g2, g2)−c f (21)

As a result, the decryption will fail with very high
probability. For the security proof of our proposed scheme,
we will use five security games defined as follows:

1. Gamereal is a real security game as definition 1.
2. Game0 is like Gamereal but the challenger returns

SFC CTs f ,A∗ for challenge phase.
3. Gamek,1 is like Game0 but the i− th secret key query

in phase 1 or phase 2. The challenger returns as
S Ks f2,xi if i < k, S Ks f1,Xi if i = k; otherwise it returns
S KX1

4. Gamek,2 is like Game0 but for i − th secret key
query phase the challenger returns S Ks f 2,Xi if i ≤ k;
otherwise, it returns a normal key S KXl .

5. Game f inal is like Game2q,2 where it returns S Ks f 2.
Except element C′ in A∗,Cs f ,A∗ is a random element
from GT .

Hence, any PPT algorithm cannot distinguish between
Gamereal and Game f inal as Gamereal ≈ Game0 in Lemma
1, Gamek,1 ≈ Gamek−1,2 in Lemma 2, Gamek−1,2 ≈ Gamek,2
in Lemma 3, and Game2q,2 ≈ Game f inal in Lemma 4.

Lemma 1. If |AdvGameA
real
− AdvA

Game0
| ∈ ε for algorithm

A exists; we can make an algorithm B with advantage
which breaks Assumption 1. Proof. First, B is a challenger
in our indistinguishable game. D = (BLGD,Y1, g3) and T
are given by Assumption 1. Started by the setup phase, B
sets g = Y1 and starts by setup algorithm to produces PK

as PK =
{
BLG, g, gs, gl0 , . . . , gln , gk0 , . . . . . . , gkn , e(g, g)γ

}
. B

sends PK to an adversary A, while the private (γ, g3) are
kept secret.

Secondly, the game start key generation round which
have two phases and B will reply to all secret key queries
from A as it knows (γ, g3).
Challenge phase, when B receives M0,M1, A∗ from A,
algorithm B flips a binary coin b, and randomly chooses r

′

y
for ∀y ∈ p where p is all leaf nodes in A∗. B then starts
calculating secret sharing: Secret Share (Root, 1) Root of
challenger A*, and λ

′

y is a secret share for y ∈ P, so B sets
the challenge ciphertext:

CTA∗ =

{
A∗,C = Mbe(g,T )γ,C1 = T,

Cy = T sλ′y (T satt(y)
n∏

i=1

T ki∆i,Q(att(y)))r′y ,Dy = T r′y
} (22)

Finally guess phase, where A generates b
′

as a guess for
B, then uses b

′

= b to break Assumption 1. If b
′

= b,
algorithm B guesses T = T1; otherwise, T = T2.
Analyzing the game, if T = Gp1, B computes T = gdswi

and calculates ry = dswi r
′

y and λy = dswiλ
′

y. Hence, the
challenge ciphertext CTA∗ has the same distribution as a
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normal one; by that, B simulates Gamereal perfectly. But
when T ∈ Gp1 p2 , B computes T ∈ gdswi gc

2 and implicitly
yields ry = dswi r

′
y mod p1 and λy = dswiλ

′
y mod p1. B also

computes αy = cr′y, µy = cλ′y, b = s, q0 = k0. . . .., qn =
kn, I0 = l0, ......In = ln in mod p2. Although we used r′y,λ′y,
s, k0, . . . , kn, and l0, . . . , ln their values in mod p2 are not
equal to their values in mod p1. Notice that challenge
ciphertext CT ∗A has the same distribution as SFC. By that,
B perfectly simulates Game0.
Lemma 2. If |AdvA

Gamereal
− AdvA

Game0
| = ε for algorithm A

exists, we can make an algorithm B by ε as advantage
which breaks Assumption 2. Proof. The challenger B in
the game is given D(BLGD,Y1, X1X2,Y2Y3, g3) and T from
Assumption 2.

Started by the setup phase, A sets g = Y1, and ran-
domly chooses γ, s, k0, . . . , kn, l0, . . . , ln ← ZN , then defines
two functions K(X) and L(X), and Pk as shown above. B
gives Pk to the adversary A.

Secondly, the game start key generation round, there
are two phases, phase 1, 2, with 3 cases where B answers
i − th key query for a set of Xi.

Case 1. When i < k, B answers the key query with SFK2.
First, B chooses u′, r1, r2, r3,1, . . . ., r3,n,, r4,1. . . ., r4,n ← ZN
randomly. Then, B computes S KXi using the following
equation and sends it to A. In this case, B computes a SFK2
with u = u′ and g f

2 = Yr1
2 :

S Kxi = {Xi,V = gγgsu′ (Y2Y3)r1 ,

W = gu′Xr2
3 , {V j = K(x j)wgr3, j

3

,W j = L(X j)u′Xr4, j

3 } j=1,...n}

(23)

Case 2. When i > k, B answers key query for attributes
Xi with normal key S KXi as B knows (γ, g3).

Case 3. When i = k, B takes T from assumption 2 to
answer key query for a set of attributes Xi using:

S KXk = {Xk,V = gγT s,W = T,

{V j = T γx j

n∏
i=0

T Ki∆i,q(x j),W j = T s∆i,Q(x j) j

n∏
i=0

T li∆i,Q(x)} j=1,....n}

(24)

Challenge phase, when B receives M0,M1, A∗ from A,
B flips a binary coin b and chooses randomly r′y for ∀y ∈ p,

B starts secret sharing (Root, a). B challenge ciphertext:

CTA∗ =

{A∗,C = Mbe(g, X1X2)γ,C1 = X1X2,

Cy = (X1X2)λ
′
y ((X1X2)satt(y)∗

n∏
i=0

(X1X2)Ki∆i,Q(att(y)))r′y ,Dy = (X1X2)r′y }

(25)

where λ′y is a secret share. This challenge ciphertext
has distribution similar to a semi-functional one Csws f . The
Algorithm B puts X1X2 = gdswi gc

2 and sets ry = dr′y modp1,
λy = ds−1λ

′

y modp1, αy = cr
′

y modp2, and µy = cλ
′

y modp2.
Note that B also computes b = s modp2, q0 = k0. . . , qn = kn,
and I0 = l0, ...In = ln all in modp2.

Finally guess phase, A outputs b′ as a guess for
b. Algorithm B makes b′ = b to break Assumption 2.
Analyzing the game: by T ∈ G, so B puts T = gugh

2R′
and computes parameters from Gp3 :

R = (R′)s,R j = (R′)sxi+
∑n

i=1 ki∆i,Q(x j),R′j = (R′)s,∆i,Q+
∑n

i=1 li∆i,Q(x j)

(26)

B computes f = hs mod p2, b = s mod p2, q0 =
k0. . . , qn = kn, and r0 = w0, ...rn = wn where T ∈ Gp1 p2 ,
and puts T ∈ guR

′

. In same manner, B finds k − th secret
key S KXk with the same distribution as a normal secret key.
Hence, B perfectly simulates Gamek−1,2. B can’t perform
the test if S KX is a semifunctional secret key 1 (T ∈ G)
or a normal key (T ∈ Gp1 p2 ) where both can decrypt the
SFC,Cs f ,A∗ where A∗ is the access structure that satisfied
attributes Xk. When Cs f ,A∗ decrypted by the nominal SFS1,
so B can reveal c (the secret share in Gp2 ) since f = bh.
Therefore, the proof is completed.
Lemma 3. If a polynomial time AlgorithmA exists with a
property |AdvGame(k,1))A −AdvGame(k,2))A | = ε, AlgorithmB can
be built with advantage ε for breaking Assumption 2.
Proof. Same process to the previous proof for Lemma 2
except when A makes k − th query, B answers the query
with K S KXk .

S KXk =

{Xk,V = gγT s(Y2Y3)o,W = T,

{V j = T sx j

n∏
i=0

T Li∆i,Q(x j),W j = T s∆i,Q(x j)
n∏

i=0

T li∆i,Q(x j)} j=1,...,n}

(27)

Where oZN is selected randomly. When TG, B calculates
T = gugh

2R
′

, and computes:

g f
2 = gh

2
sYo

2 ,R = (R′)sYo
3 , {R j} j=1,. . . ,n, and{R′j} j=1,. . . ,n (28)

R3 = (R′)s,R = (R′)sxi+
∑n

i=1 Ki∆i,Q(x j),R′j = (R′)si,Q+
∑n

i=1 li∆i,Q)(x j)

(29)

For all {V j,W j} j=1,. . . ,n, they have an element from GP2 with
distribution similar to SFS1. Hence, AlgorithmB gets with
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a SFS1 for S Kxk . By this, AlgorithmB simulates Gamek,1
perfectly. Hence, when T ∈ Gp1 p3, B puts T = guR′ and
g f

2 = Yo
2 . Note that only K in S Kxk is having elements

from Gp2 and Gp1 for some elements in S KXk which has
same distribution as normal secret key. Also, B replies with
the k − th key query with a SFS2. Hence, Algorithm B
simulates Gamek,2 in perfect way. AlgorithmB can’t make
a self-testing to know if S KXk is a SFS1 or 2 as both cases
preventing the decryption. When S KXk is a SFS1, it is a
non-nominal since it has un-cancelable part Yo

2 in V . When
KS KXk

is a SFS2 the decryption will fail.

Lemma 4. If a polynomial time AlgorithmA found with
a property |AdvGameA

2q,2 − AdvGameA
f inal
| = ε; thus, build

AlgorithmB with advantage ε to break Assumption 3. Proof.
First, B takes D = (BLG,Y1,Y

γ
1 X2, g3,Y

dswi
1 Y2,Z2) and T

from Assumption 3. Starting by the setup phase, B puts
g = Y1, chooses s, k0, ..., kn, l0, ..., ln ← ZN randomly, and
calculates K(X) and L(X) as follows:

K(x) = gsx
n∏

i=0

gki∆i,Q(x) (30)

L(x) = gs∆0,Q(x)
n∏

i=1

gli∆i,Q(x) (31)

B makes the public parameters PK as follows:

Pk =
{
BLG, g, gs, gk0 , ..., gkn , gl1 , ..., gln , e(g,Yγ1 X2)

}
(32)

Secondly, the game start key generation round, B
answers all secret key queries with SFS2. For each query, B
chooses o, t′, r1, r2, r3,1, ..., r3,n, r4,1, ..., r4,n ← ZN randomly,
and computes S KXi as follows:

S Kxk =

{Xi,V = (Yγ1 X2)gsu′Zo
2 Xr1

3 ,W = gu′gr2
3 ,

{V j = K(X j)u′gr3, j

3 ,W j = L(x j)t′gr4, j

3

} j=1,...,n, }

(33)

B computes g f
2 = X2Z2

o, where S KXi and SFS2 has
similar distribution.

Challenge phase, B receives (M0,M1, A∗) from A, B
flips a binary coin b and chooses r

′

y for ∀y ∈ P in a random
way where P is leaf nodes in A∗. B computes secret sharing
λ′y for ∀y ∈ P for access structure A∗. B calculates the
challenge ciphertext as:

CTA∗ =

{A∗,C = MbT,C1 = X1X2,

{Cy = Y
dswi
1 Y2

sλ′y
((Y s

1Y2)satt(y)

∗

n∏
i=0

(Y
dswi
1 Y2)ki∆i,Q(att(y)))r′y ,Dy(Y

dswi
1 Y2)r′y }}

(34)

B computes X1X2 = gdswi gc
2 and puts ry = dr′y mod p1,

µy = dswiλ
′
y mod p1, b = s mod p2, q0 = k0, ..., qn = kn, I0 =

l0, ..., In = ln, αy = cr′ymodp2, and µy = cλ′y.

Finally guess phase, A generates b′ as a guess for b
and uses b′ = b to break Assumption 3. As shown, when
T = e(g, g)γdswi , CT ∗A and SFC has similar distribution.
Hence, AlgorithmB simulates Game2q,1 perfectly. B sim-
ulates GameFinal perfectly and our proof is completed.
Theorem 1. CP-ABE algorithm is secure if Assumption 1,
2 and 3 hold.
Proof. If Assumption 1 and 2 hold, then Gamereal is
indistinguishable with Game2q,2 by Lemma 1,2 and 3.
Game2q,2 is assumed to be indistinguishable with Game f inal
if Assumption 3 holds. Hence, advantage of Gamereal is
assumed to be negligible for breaking our CP-ABE scheme.

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed scheme is compared

with various CP-ABE access structures in Table I . The
memory requirement is represented by ciphertext length
|CT | and secret key length |S K|. Where X is the set of
attributes, Y is polynomial time algorithm, n is attribute
universe, |M| is the message length, Gc and GT c are the
composite order of pairing groups, O(P) is the order of
the base point that is assumed to be 160-bit integer in Zp.
In the proposed scheme, it doesn’t depend on the size of
attributes as the other scheme which allows large attribute
universe in the proposed scheme. Additionally, it doesn’t
depend on the number of employees in the organization;
hence, scalability is achieved in the proposed scheme. The
scheme in [50] works better with shorter secret keys with
an expressive AND gate access structure. The scheme in
[41] provides variant secret keys size for the users which is
not suitable for mobile device deployment.

7. CONCLUSION
Organizations may need to make a document about their

budget activities; bitcoin offers transparency as most of
signed distributed ledger or blockchain solution by provid-
ing information about balances in which all transactions
saved on blockchain. A CP-ABE access control scheme
has been proposed in this study. Organizations can manage
their wallet access based on their policies. In addition, a
smooth way has been provided for organizations to handle
bitcoin requests based on team’s or project’s budget. We
have presented superwallet-subwallet for a fully using And,
OR, and threshold gates for large attributes space. By
dividing the organization’s wallet into subwallets, if the
organization loses for any reason a part of its wallet, it
won’t affect other parts. We have used bilinear decisional
Diffie-Hellman problem for our security proof. We have also
proved that any polynomial time attacker cannot distinguish
the distribution in a real game and in a final game. Finally,
the challenger receives a SFK2 version of secret key or
ciphertext; hence, the challenger cannot decrypt the chal-
lenge ciphertext using the queried secret key even though
he has the secret key which satisfies the challenge access
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structure. These advantages exhibit the high-level security
provided by the proposed scheme which make it convenient
for implementation in organizations’ bitcoin wallet access.
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